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both reservoirs free and easy, at least so far as topography is concerned, rapidly develop into a large and vigorous storm.
After the break and the consequent cyclone are well established, the warm and the cold winds no longer flow past each other in parallel, opposite, directions, but largely over and under each other in a traveling quasiswirl. In front, that is, on the side toward which the storm is approaching, the direction of flow of the cold air remains much as it was-— from the east, suppose. The warmer air, under the new disposition of pressure, is deflected, in this case, northward and slowly upward over the cold air, and, thereby, commonly cooled to the state of cloud formation and precipitation. The lower portion of the elevated air appears to turn backward, at least with reference to the position of the storm center, and, often, to carry precipitation to the poleward and rear quadrant. The higher winds move on, less and less deflected from their original course with increase of height, and carry with them portions of the higher storm clouds. The line of intersection of the interface between the cold and warm currents in the front part of the storm with the surface generally is called the "warm front/' an appropriate name given to it by V. Bjerknes.
To the rear of the storm, and equatorward from its center, the intruding cold air runs forward and underflows the warmer wind. The line of surface intersection, in this region, Bjerknes calls the "cold front." It is the familiar wind-shift line, or line along which the direction of the wind greatly and rapidly changes—from southwest, for instance, to northwest, usually accompanied by an appreciable to considerable change in temperature and humidity. In fact, there is, in this case, an almost abrupt change of winds, from one system to another of very different origin. This line has also long been known as the squall line, because all along it sudden gusts, squalls and, in summer, thunderstorms, are very common, owing to the frequent entrapping here of pockets of warm air by the oncoming colder air, and the vigorous convections thus induced. This portion of the cyclone also is apt to be accompanied by precipitation, not gentle and long continued, as in the front of the storm, but rather in the form of heavy showers of short duration, the so-called clearing-up shower, followed by lower temperature and a clear sky.
During the most vigorous stage of the cyclone, only one-third, or less, of its area is covered by the warm winds. The rest is covered by winds of polar origin. Normally, too, the following cold wind eventually gains on the storm as a whole. The cold front swings around until after a time, usually when the center of the cyclone has reached a high latitude, and where the border of the cold reservoir (convex towards lower latitudes, in winter, over continents and poleward over the oceans) turns strongly equatorward, the warm segment is completely separated from its tropical supply. Hemmed in, now, on all sides, the entrapped warm air is lifted

